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Abstract (characters with spaces 2,465):
Assertions of scientific fact are a tightly supervised commodity when produced and
promulgated by globally recognised specialists and the highest profile knowledge-generating
agencies. But with increasing dependence upon protocols of recognition and deference to
internationally legitimised expertise there emerges a prevailing climate of complicity in
censorship. Increasingly, the discouragement of independence and diversity of perspectives
and the consequent attrition of on-going evidence-based controversy has had severe
repercussions on public welfare worldwide.
Paradoxically, orchestrated suppression of critical exchange is affected by virtue of
the very regulations and protocols designed to ensure that scientific productivity remains
impartial, comprehensive, open to evidence-based criticism and subject to revision by means
of the stringent rigours of conjecture and refutation among rival perspectives. The point of
this analysis is to demystify and account for this paradox.
To ground the discussion in concrete terms, this analysis will be limited to the
dynamics responsible for perpetuating falsehoods about the pathogeneses that proliferate in
Africa, by systematically delegitimizing and disregarding local African scientists and medical
experts.
Case examples are culled from observing the practices definitive of the international
scientific network that dominated the direction and funding of AIDS research in 1991-1992
conducted in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Cameroon and Cote d’Ivoire, in the global
collaborative effort of governments, industry, and academia to control an AIDS pandemic.
Further examples derive from 2014-2015 in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone, demonstrating
epistemic and documental injustices in the statistical reportage, the diagnostics, and public
health care practices which were supervised under the aegis of global scientific, military, and
epidemiological expertise collaborating in the high profile West Africa Ebola Emergency
Response.
These documented incidents from these periods of international collaboration and
intervention on behalf African publics demonstrate how accredited global authorities
systematically exclude those independent experts who happen to have the greatest pertinent
opinions, background knowledge and direct access to crucial evidence, given their locations
in the periphery of the cross cultural domain of scientific knowledge production, financial
management and decision making.
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